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Water-coolingAbstract A new water-cooling Gardon-type heat power measuring apparatus is designed to meet
the need of heat power source management and distribution. The steady state measurement mathe-
matic model of the apparatus is built up in theory and the system ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient is deﬁned
as the ratio of the heat power to the temperature difference of the device, with which the value of the
measured source power can be calculated easily with the corresponding temperature difference. In
order to obtain an optimal heat power measuring system, the coefﬁcients that can inﬂuence the
relationship between the ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient, the temperature difference, and the heat power
are analyzed. On the basis of these analyses, a set of experimental device is constructed and a num-
ber of experiments are carried on. Compared with the input heat power sample data, the error of the
experimental measuring results is less than ±2%, and the experimental measuring values are in
good agreement with the calculated theoretical ones. The heat power measuring apparatus can
be applied in heat ﬂux or heat power measurement in other ﬁelds due to its simple structure and
high accuracy.
ª 2015 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
During the past centuries, many kinds of heat and power sup-
ply devices have been researched for space exploration. Of
those schemes, the following four have been applied the most
times and gained the most attentions: chemical battery, fuel
battery, solar-storage cell, and radioisotope thermoelectric
generator (RTG) or radioisotope heater unit (RHU).1 RTG
or RHU, generating heat by radioisotope decay, is chosen as
the ideal heat and power supply device in the exploration of
Fig. 1 Sketch of a Gardon-type heat ﬂux sensor.
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more than 29 missions were equipped with RHUs or radioiso-
tope power devices to supply onboard equipment.2–5 In the
former Soviet Union, RTGs named ‘‘Orion-1’’ and
‘‘Orion-2’’ were used on ‘‘COSMOS-84’’ and ‘‘COSMOS-90’’
Earth artiﬁcial satellites in the year of 1965; 800-W heat power
output radionuclide heat units were loaded on ‘‘Lunokhod-2’’
in 1973; RTGs had no progress but more than 30 nuclear
power plants (NPPs) were launched during 1970–1988, and
the ‘‘Mars-96’’ project opened the research of RTGs in
Russia again in recent years.6–10 In the European Space
Agency (ESA), radionuclide power sources were performed
in the ‘‘Rosette’’ project developed by scientiﬁc consortiums
from Germany, Finland, Italy, Hungary, Great Britain, and
Austria.11
When an RHU is equipped on a spacecraft, it needs a heat
power measurement to distribute its heat power and also
manage the heat of the spacecraft rationally. Usually, there
is a deviation between the matter of an RHU manufactured
and the theoretical design objective since the heat power of a
radioisotope heat source changes with time, and its power
value must be measured experimentally. At present, a few stud-
ies have addressed the measurement of heat power RHUs; as
for most of them, the heat power is indirectly measured
through measuring heat ﬂux.
Various types of heat ﬂux meters have been developed by
researchers in different ﬁelds. There are several general heat
ﬂux meters which are mostly used, such as the water-calorie
method based on the heat equilibrium principle, the burn
erode method that operates on the relationship between mate-
rial burn erode rate and heat ﬂux, the boundary layer heat
transfer method which is based on the high temperature elec-
trolytic gas boundary layer heat transfer, and the gradient
method taking advantage of the temperature difference gener-
ated between two points on a test component based on the
Fourier’s conduction law.12 Christopher et al. categorized con-
ventional heat ﬂux gauges as three kinds: gauges based on the
dissipation of electrical power from a heater, gauges based on
transient surface temperature measurement such as thin-ﬁlm
resistance elements, and gauges based on temperature
difference measurement.13 Astarita et al. investigated the most
commonly used one-dimensional sensor models: thin-ﬁlm
sensors, thick-ﬁlm sensors, thin-skin sensors, gradient sensors,
heated thin foil sensors, and Gardon gauges.14 Nie at Beijing
University of Technology researched a thin ﬁlm transient heat
ﬂux sensor utilizing thin-ﬁlm depositing technology to realize
some miniature space heat ﬂux measurement.15 Cao and
Epstein developed a double ﬁlm heat ﬂux gauge using
Kapton-Polamide adiabatic ﬁlm as the base component and
pure nickel as the sensitive element for transient heat ﬂux
measurement on turbine blades.16 NASA Glenn Research
Center and US Army Research Laboratory have reported high
temperature thin ﬁlm sensors for some advanced turbine
engine components,17 for which some special materials were
needed as the thin ﬁlm sensitive element and substrate, as well
as complicated calibration techniques. When it came to gradi-
ent heat ﬂux measure sensors, two typical heat ﬂux measuring
sensors are the Gardon-type gauge composed of a foil and a
heat sink18 and the Schmidt-Boelter gauge made of a ther-
mopile.19 Wang et al.20 and Li et al.21 designed and calibrated
a kind of Gardon-type gauge. Their experimental results indi-
cated that the output temperature difference and the outputthermoelectric voltage produced by the sensor were almost in
direct proportion to the exterior radiation.
The heat power measurement of an RHU needs a noncon-
tact measure to prevent the RHU surface being contaminated,
and a Gardon-type heat ﬂux sensor can easily meet this
requirement. Therefore, a Gardon-type water-cooling heat
power measuring apparatus for gauging of the heat power gen-
erated with the decay of radioisotope in an RHU is designed,
and parameters of the sensitive elements used in the sensor
fabrication are calculated and analyzed in theory. The repeata-
bility errors and heat power measuring errors of this apparatus
are presented and compared with the input sample electric
power data.
2. Principle and apparatus scheme design
2.1. Measurement principle
Gardon invented a heat ﬂux sensor to measure the radioactive
heat transfer in 195318 as shown in Fig. 1.
The Gardon-type heat ﬂux sensor consists of a thin sensi-
tive element which absorbs the exterior radiation and a heat
sink which takes the energy away. When the heat ﬂux is irra-
diated on the sensitive element uniformly, the temperature of
the sensor center is higher than that of the edge around
because of its contact with the heat sink. The sensitive element
is made of constantan foil and the heat sink is made of copper.
They are two different materials, and thus, the Gardon-type
heat ﬂux sensor is a thermocouple in essence. Thermoelectric
voltage is generated because of the relatively high and low
temperatures of the two different materials, and it is directly
in proportion to the heat ﬂux of incident radiation, which
could be expressed as
E ¼ kq;e  q ð1Þ
where E is the thermoelectric voltage; q is the incident radia-
tion heat ﬂux and kq,e is the proportionality factor.
The temperature difference produced in the Gardon-type
heat ﬂux sensor can be described as
DT ¼ kq;t  q ð2Þ
where DT is the temperature difference and kq,t is the propor-
tionality factor.
The values of proportionality factors kq,t and kq,e depend
upon the geometry and materials of the Gardon-type heat ﬂux
sensor.
412 M. Li et al.2.2. Apparatus scheme design
Based on the aforementioned measurement principle, an RHU
Gardon-type water-cooling heat power measuring apparatus is
put forward. The cylinder sensitive element for RHU heat
power measurement is shown in Fig. 2.
The thin sensitive element is made of cylinder constantan
foil, which is welded with two heat sinks made of copper
water-blocks. The insulation material is set around the sensi-
tive element to decrease heat leakage of the energy. Heat
source can be put into the cylinder constantan foil and kept
in no contact with the inside wall of the constantan foil.
Constantan foil absorbs the exterior radiation from the heatFig. 2 Diagram of RHU heat power measurement.
Fig. 3 Heat transfer process in sensitive elements.
Fig. 4 Signal collection of the radioisotopsource, heat transmits to the water block along the circumfer-
ence direction of the constantan foil, and ﬁnally heat is taken
away by the cool ﬂuid circulating in the two copper water-
blocks. This heat transfer process is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The result of the heat transfer process is that the highest
temperature is at the center of the constantan foil circumfer-
ence, and the lowest at the positions linked with the copper
water-blocks. The inside wall of the cylinder sensitive element
is painted with black lacquer to enhance the ratio of heat
exchange of radiation between the heat source and the
sensitive element.
The signal collection positions of the radioisotope heat
power measurement apparatus can be seen in Fig. 4.
The two hot temperatures (Th,1, Th,2) and the two cold tem-
peratures (Tc,1, Tc,2) are measured using K-type probe
thermocouples, the four thermoelectric voltages (E1, E2, E3,
E4) are obtained by silver-jacketed wires, and each of them is
usually in the degree of mV. When a heat source with constant
heat power is measured, only if the conditions represented by
the two following equations are reached and span a period of
time, we can judge that the energy absorbed by the sensitive
element and the energy carried away by the cool ﬂuid in the
water-block achieve a balanced status:
Tc;1 ¼ Tc;2 ð3Þ
Th;1 ¼ Th;2 ð4Þ
At this time, the four temperatures won’t change any
more or change in a very small range, the thermoelectric volt-
age reaches the maximum value, and the thermoelectric volt-
age and the maximum temperature difference are in direct
proportion to the heat power of the heat source. Then the heat
power is measured based on the thermoelectric voltage:
Q ¼ ke;1E1 ¼ ke;2E2 ¼ ke;3E3 ¼ ke;4E4 ð5Þ
where ke,1, ke,2, ke,3, and ke,4 are proportionality coefﬁcients
and Q is the heat power of the heat source.
The heat power is measured based on the temperature
differences:
Q ¼ kt;1ðTh;1  Tc;1Þ ¼ kt;2ðTh;1  Tc;2Þ
¼ kt;3ðTh;2  Tc;1Þ ¼ kt;4ðTh;2  Tc;2Þ
ð6Þ
where kt,1, kt,2, kt,3, and kt,4 are proportionality coefﬁcients.e heat power measurement apparatus.
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placed at the center of the cylinder sensitive element, and it
must be kept in no contact with the inside wall of the
sensitive element. If not, the temperature distribution of the
sensitive element will be non-uniform, which may result in
inaccurate or even wrong measuring results. The ﬁnal measure-
ment results must be gathered at the balanced status of the
system, because the measuring result during the middle of
the process is inconceivable.
3. Theoretical simulation and analysis
3.1. Mathematical model and ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient deﬁnition
Fig. 5 shows the sensitive element structure of the heat power
measuring apparatus. The directions of the lines linking the
two water-blocks are deﬁned as 0 and 180, the inner diameter
of the sensitive element is R, the thickness is d, and the height
is h.
To illustrate the measurement principle, the energy transmit
process in the heat power sensor element is treated as a
one-dimensional heat conduction. Based on the Fourier’s law





where k is the thermal conductivity; T is the temperature of the
heat power sensor element; Q0 is the angle density of the heat
power; h and l are the central angle and arc length of the
sensitive element, respectively.
Q0 ¼ Q=ð2pÞ ð8Þ






When m ¼  QR
2pkhd, Eq. (9) could be converted to
T ¼ mh2 þ C1hþ C2 ð10Þ
where C1 and C2 are constant coefﬁcients.
Substitute the boundary conditions to Eq. (10),
dT
dh jp2 ¼ 0
T ¼ T0; h ¼ h0
(
ð11ÞFig. 5 Sensitive element structure of the heat power measuring
apparatus.It could be calculated by
DT ¼ T T0 ¼ m
2





h h0 ¼ ap
hþ h0 ¼ bp

and the ambient heat leakage rate is
assumed as f, the temperature difference is given by
DT ¼ T T0 ¼ QR4khd ðh h0Þ  QR4pkhd h2  h20
  ð1 fÞ
¼ pRa
4khd ð1 bÞð1 fÞQ
ð13Þ
Thus, we deﬁne the ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient as the ratio of
the heat power to the temperature difference of the device,
which is described as
kq;t ¼ QDT ¼
4khd
pRað1 bÞð1 fÞ ð14Þ
As for our device, we aimed to standardize the relationship
between the tested source power and the measured tempera-
ture difference and got the regular change pattern of kq,t by
doing a lot of tests at ﬁrst. Then when the device is used to
measure any other source power, the power value would be
got rapidly through the measured temperature difference DT
and the corresponding parameter kq,t.
3.2. Theoretical analysis on design coefﬁcients
As the above built steady measurement mathematic model of
the apparatus shows, the ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient kq,t is asso-
ciated directly with three design factors: the thickness of the
sensitive element r, the thermal conductivity of the sensitive
element material k, and the ambient heat leakage rate f. The
sensitive element is usually designed to have a high thermal
conductivity and a thin thickness.






1  T41Þ þ AhtðT1  T1Þ
UI
ð15Þ
where Qt is the tested source power and Q
00 is the heat leakage
of this device. The item erAðT41  T41Þ describes the surface
radiation where e, A and T1 are the emissivity, area, and aver-
age temperature of the outside surface, r is Boltzmann con-
stant, and T1 is the surrounding temperature. The item
AhtðT1  T1Þ is the part of convection with air, where ht is
the heat transfer coefﬁcient. UI is the real input power of the
tested heat source where U and I are input voltage and input
current. The size of the device box is 60 mm · 60 mm · 60 mm.
The whole device will be put into an almost closed cavity, so
the air convection can be ignored here.
The values are set as e= 0.3, r= 5.67 · 108, T1 = 30 C,
A= 2.16 m2, and ht = 10 W/(m
2K). With all the above, weTable 1 Parameters used in the simulation.
Parameter Value
Heat power (W) 125
Thickness range of the sensitive element (mm) 0.5–1.0
Thermal conductivity range (W/(mÆK)) 100–120




Fig. 6 Effects of different coefﬁcients on the ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient.
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and 25 C, the corresponding values are 0.475, 0.325, and
0.166, respectively. Based on these results, we chose the heat
leakage rate range from 0.1 to 0.5.
To demonstrate the effects of the three design coefﬁcients
on the temperature well and to help ensure a proper output sig-
nal, numerical simulation is developed with the parameters
listed in Table 1.
Results and analysis for the effects of the design factors on
the ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient of measure are presented in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6(a) shows the effect of the sensitive element thickness
on the ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient when the input heat power is
125 W, the ambient heat leakage is 0.3, and the thermal con-
ductivity is 116 W/(mÆK). The ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient
decreases with the thickness of the sensitive element increasing
at the location of the same angle.
Fig. 6(b) shows the effect of the ambient heat leakage on
the ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient when the input heat power is
125 W, the sensitive element thickness is 1.0 mm, and the ther-
mal conductivity is 116 W/(mÆK). The ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient
decreases with the ambient heat leakage increasing at the same
angle position.
Fig. 6(c) shows the effect of the thermal conductivity on
the ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient when the input heat power is
125 W, the ambient heat leakage rate is 0.3, and the sensitive
element thickness is 1.0 mm. The ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient
decreases with the thermal conductivity increasing at the sameFig. 7 Schematic of the water-cooling Gardon-typangle position. As seen from the ﬁgures, the ampliﬁcation
coefﬁcient increases and the slope of the curves decreases as
the angle increases. The temperature reaches to the maximum
at the angle of 90.
4. Design and fabrication of the heat power measurement test
setup
4.1. Experimental apparatus and procedure
The experimental apparatus is made of a sensitive element,
thermal insulation materials, two ﬂuid loops, a data acquisi-
tion unit, and a PC. The schematic of the water-cooling
Gardon-type heat power measuring experimental apparatus
is shown in Fig. 7 and the real sensitive components are shown
in Fig. 8.
Each ﬂuid loop includes a pump, a heat exchanger, a water
block, and some valves. The water block is welded with the
sensitive element; the sensitive element and the two water
blocks are surrounded by the thermal insulation materials.
The sensitive element absorbs the incident radiation from
the heat source; the circulating coolant in the water blocks
takes away the energy of the sensitive element, which is
rejected to the surroundings by forced air ﬂow when the cool-
ant ﬂows through the heat exchanger. The valves are used to
pour coolant into the ﬂuid loops; No. 2, No. 3, No. 5, and
No. 6 are turned off and No. 1 and No. 4 are turned on aftere heat power measuring experimental apparatus.
Fig. 8 Real sensitive components.
Fig. 9 Experimentally calibrated data based on the temperature
difference.
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thermoelectric voltages are measured by the data acquisition
unit and then transferred to the PC through serial
communication.
The water-cooling Gardon-type heat power measuring
apparatus is calibrated via a cylinder electric heating analog
source which is used to imitate a real radioisotope heat source.
The heat power of the analog source is calculated through the
voltage multiplied by the electric current imposed on the ana-
log source, which is adjustable through an Agilent 5750A DC
power supply. The analog source is placed at the center of the
cylinder to ensure the difference between the two hot tempera-
tures is less than 1 C during the experimental process. It is
desired that the ambient temperature is set to be (25 ± 2)C,
and the temperatures are measured using K-type probe
thermocouples. Data are recorded 300 times in an interval of
2 s after the steady state is reached, and the average values
are regarded as the steady state temperatures. The electric
power sample range is from 60 W to 150 W, and the power
interval of the samples is 5 W.
4.2. Improvement of experimental measuring method
As the measurement principle described above, the measure-
ment apparatus is symmetrical, and has four temperature dif-
ference channels and four thermoelectric voltage channels with
which the heat power measurement can be obtained. However,
it is difﬁcult to place a heat source perfectly in the center of the
sensitive element every time. In order to eliminate this error,
the four channels are converted to the following two channels.
The heat power is measured based on the thermoelectric
voltages:
Q ¼ keðE1 þ E2 þ E3 þ E4Þ=4 ð16Þ
where ke is the proportionality coefﬁcient.
The heat power is measured based on the temperature
differences:
Q ¼ ktððTh;1 þ Th;2Þ=2 ðTc;1 þ Tc;1Þ=2Þ ð17Þ
where kt is the proportionality coefﬁcient.
Because it takes a long time to gain the steady state tem-
perature, an accelerate method is used in the experimental
apparatus. Before operating the measurement, the analog
source is heated up ﬁrst with high electricity power. When
the temperature is close to the ideal point, the analog source
is gotten well in proper power. The practice has proved that
it is in high efﬁciency. After all the experimental processes,the steady state measured data are ﬁtted with the least square
method to obtain the heat power measure curves.
4.3. Experimental results and discussion
Based on Eq. (14), the actual experimental material character-
istics, the measurement position, and the temperature sensors’
characteristics, the calculated ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient is
presented as
kmac  2:12884 ð18Þ
The relative error is deﬁned as
Er ¼ jks  kcj=ks ð19Þ
where Er is the relative error, kc is the measuring ampliﬁcation
coefﬁcient of the calculated value, and ks is the ampliﬁcation
coefﬁcient of the input sample value.
Fig. 9(a) shows the ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient of the theoreti-
cally calculated heat power values of the temperature channel
and the electric power sample data points. Fig. 9(b) shows the
relative errors at different electric power sample data points.
The relative errors of measurement points are all less than
3.5%, and the biggest relative error is 3.44% at the point when
the temperature difference is 22.98 C, while the smallest
relative error is 0.0322% at the point when the temperature
difference is 44.51 C.











416 M. Li et al.4.4. Performance analysis
Based on the above theoretical calculations and the ﬁtting
results, the ampliﬁcation coefﬁcient is conﬁrmed. A number
of experiments are carried on with the ampliﬁcation coefﬁ-
cient. A repeatability test and a heat power measurement test
and veriﬁcation have been done.
4.4.1. Repeatability error
The repeatability error is deﬁned as











where E0r is the repeatability test error; Qc is the measurement
and calculation value; Qs is the electric heating power of the
analog source.
The repeatability test was done at the data point that the
electric power of the analog source was 123.10 W, as shown
in Table 2.
Results show that the relative repeatability error of the tem-
perature difference channel was 0.115%, and the relative
repeatability error of the thermoelectric voltage channel was
0.119%.
The repeatability error might result from the ambient tem-
perature error and the repeatability errors of the electric volt-
age and current measurement meters. In fact, heat dissipation
ability of the coolant in the ﬂuid loop is another inﬂuencing
coefﬁcient of the measurement apparatus’ repeatable error.
4.4.2. Heat power measurement test and veriﬁcation
The heat power of the analog source was measured at different








1 80.58 79.90 0.85
2 117.92 118.56 0.55
3 119.96 120.84 0.73
4 120.10 119.65 0.19
5 122.98 123.18 0.87
6 123.10 123.26 0.13
7 126.12 126.25 0.10
8 127.54 127.30 0.19
9 130.13 129.47 0.51The above results show that the relative errors between the
measurement data and the standardized electric power data are
less than 1% in the temperature difference channels.
5. Conclusions
(1) To measure the heat power of a radioisotope heat
source, a novel water-cooling Gardon-type heat power
measuring apparatus was designed and studied.
(2) The mathematic model of the sensitive element for heat
power measurement through temperature difference was
established based on the Fourier’s law of heat conduc-
tion and the Gardon-type sensor principle. By stan-
dardizing the relationship between the tested source
power and the measured temperature difference, we
got the regular change pattern of kq,t with a series of
experiments using our device at ﬁrst. Then when any
other source power is tested with this sensor, its power
value would be got rapidly by the product of measured
temperature difference DT and the corresponding
parameter kq,t.
(3) Effects of the design coefﬁcients on the measurement
apparatus were analyzed through theoretical numerical
simulation. Results exhibit that the input–output char-
acteristics is a horizontal line, and the output maximum
temperature difference is at the angle of 90.
(4) The water-cooling Gardon-type heat power measure-
ment test setup was designed when the sensitive element
thickness was set as 1.0 mm. Heat power was measured
at two cold temperatures, two hot temperatures, and
four thermo-voltages. In other words, it was measured
by temperature channels and thermoelectric voltage
channels. Experimental data show that the measurement
accuracy is better than ±2%.
(5) This heat power measuring apparatus is validated feasi-
ble and practicable, which could be applied in heat ﬂux
or heat power measurement in other ﬁelds with high
accuracy.
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